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How do the layers of the 
Eclypse dressings work?

The backing

Secondary layer

Moisture locking layer

Rapid wicking layer

Soft silicone contact layer

Backing

Rapid wicking layer

Moisture locking layer

Secondary layer

The water-resistant barrier backing on Eclypse® dressings are bacteria and viral proof 
and critically prevent strike-through. 

This layer sits underneath the backing and on top of the moisture locking layer.

The central layer of the Eclypse® dressing consists of a sheet of highly absorbent 
crystals and a mechanically bonded cellulose pad. 

This layer draws up the exudate from the wound bed delivering the exudate into the 
moisture lock layer.

The silicone contact layer gently adheres to skin but due to the hydrophobic nature 
of silicone it will not adhere to the wound bed.
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Your patient outcomes can be improved when Eclypse® is used in conjunction with our range of 100% Medical Grade Manuka 
Honey products.

®

Manufactured in our state-of-the-art facility in the UK, our range of Eclypse® super absorbent dressings deliver quality performance in the 
controlled management of exudate. Our recent developments in the Eclypse® range of dressings have seen an increase in the absorbency of 
our products by 30%, with no impact on cost.

Now 30% more absorbency

  Rapid absorption

 High capacity

 Fluid repellent backing

 Strength and durability

 Stay dry technology

 Thin and conforming

     Particularly useful in issues related to the treatment of the       
     diabetic foot

A super absorbent dressing, designed to be applied securely 
around the foot area to manage wound exudate.

The dressing utilizes the high fluid handling capabilities of the 
Eclypse® range in a preshaped dressing designed to fit comfortably 
and effectively around the foot. Its is easy and simple to apply and 
offers enhanced patient comfort.

Eclypse Foot®

Super absorbent foot wrap dressing

  Anatomically designed to fit the lower limb                  
      and foot

  12 Super absorbent interconnected         
      compartments to optimize absorbency

  Highly conformable 

  Significantly improves patient mobility

  Easy to apply, single dressing design

  Reduce dressing application time

 Available in three sizes

A unique clinical solution to assist in the management of excess 
fluid often associated with lower leg oedema. 

Eclypse Boot® is a super absorbent dressing specifically designed to 
manage high levels of fluid in the lower limb. 

The preshaped design overcomes the traditional time-wasting 
complexities of dressing ‘leaky legs’ with a combination of dressings 
that are often bulky and restrict patient mobility.

Eclypse Boot®

Super absorbent leg wrap dressing
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Product Size Dressings per 
box

HCPCS 
code

Eclypse Boot® Small 22in x 19in 5 A6198

Eclypse Boot® Large 24in x 28in 5 A6198

Eclypse Foot® X-Large 28in x 31in 5 A6198

Eclypse Foot® 13in x 19in 5 A6198


